
Sweetheart 1031 

Chapter 1031: it was not by chance that luo chenxi obtained everything she had today! 

 

fu jiatong was so angry that her nose was crooked! 

although she was just praying that the reporters around her would quickly disappear and stop paying 

attention to her, she was still worried. 

however, when these people truly cast her aside and surrounded luo chenxi, she felt indignant no 

matter what! 

“damn it … what’s so good about this country bumpkin, luo chenxi? why does everyone care about 

her?” 

however, no matter how angry fu jiatong was, no one noticed her. 

at present, the focus of all the reporters ‘attention had turned to luo chenxi! 

” mrs. mu, congratulations on becoming the fashion design director of the ‘magnificent turn’ crew. you 

are indeed the most outstanding young designer in china! ” 

“mrs. mu, do you have a plan for the next work? can you reveal a little?” 

“mrs. mu …” she said. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

luo chenxi was not as excited as fu jiatong had imagined her to be when she was faced with the 

reporters ‘questions. 

instead, he frowned. 

she cleared her throat and raised her voice, ” “friends from the media, please be quiet and listen to me.” 

the noise in the crowd had weakened a lot. 

luo chenxi continued,”first of all, i hope that everyone will not address me as mrs. mu in the workplace.” 

as a designer, i’m no different from all the other women in the workplace. my design work has nothing 

to do with my husband. i was already a designer before i met mu yichen. you’ve been emphasizing my 

married status, which makes me feel very embarrassed.” 

the reporters were stunned when they heard this. 

yan heng and the rest of the people standing next to luo chenxi were also surprised. they turned around 

and looked at her. 

after all, for the vast majority of women who could marry into rich families, the most glorious thing was 

to be given the second last name and called a certain madam. 



as a famous director with an extremely high status in the entertainment industry, yan heng had seen 

many female celebrities who took pride in joining rich families. they would even want to give up their 

names. once they were married, calling them by their real names would be like offending them. 

the reporters addressed luo chenxi as ‘mrs. mu’ with the intention of currying her favor. they thought 

that she would be happy by doing so. 

they did not expect that luo chenxi would be dissatisfied with this matter … 

yan heng’s eyes couldn’t help but flash with admiration. 

luo chenxi’s way of doing things was getting more and more admirable. 

before today, he had thought that luo chenxi was only lucky to become mu yichen’s wife and receive 

sheng yu’s recognition. 

however, in just a few hours today, he began to understand. 

it was no coincidence that this girl from an ordinary family could get everything she had today! 

the reporters gradually recovered from their shock. 

even though they were surprised, they changed their tune immediately after hearing luo chenxi’s words. 

” miss xingchen, we were just careless. please don’t take it to heart … ” 

luo chenxi said with a smile,”it’s alright. i’m just giving you a reminder.” next, i would like to talk about 

today’s interview.” 

” as you said, chief sheng, i’m very lucky today. i’ve gained the favor of the crew of ‘the magnificent 

turn’ and am now the design director. i’ve always liked this novel, and i’m so flattered to be able to join 

the crew!” 

Chapter 1032: the fashion design director is actually more popular than the male and female leads 

 

“i do have a lot of ideas for the design itself, but the specific progress of the work will have to be in line 

with the arrangements of the crew. so, the next question … let’s interview director yan. he should be the 

star today!” 

luo chenxi said a few simple words before she shifted the topic to yan heng. 

the reporters were stunned for a moment. after a few seconds, they realized that they had gotten the 

wrong person for today’s interview. 

in general, the real protagonist should be the director of the film. the design director was not a very 

important position in the whole crew. 

all the questions about the film should be interviewed by yan heng to get the answer. 

however, due to luo chenxi’s special identity and her overbearing aura, everyone’s first reaction was to 

charge toward her. 



she completely ignored yan heng, who was beside her. 

the reporters only reacted to the situation after luo chenxi’s reminder. 

when they saw that luo chenxi had stepped back in a timely manner, it was obvious that she did not 

want to be interviewed anymore. only then did they turn their attention back to yan heng unwillingly. 
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only then did yan heng find his sense of existence. 

he quickly answered a few questions and answered the reporters ‘doubts. 

however, the interview was coming to an end. the reporters strongly requested for luo chenxi to come 

out and say a few more words. 

yan heng returned the microphone to luo chenxi’s hands. 

he retreated to the main entrance. he could not help shaking his head as he watched luo chenxi’s 

natural and graceful manner when she was facing the reporters. 

“ai, what exactly is going on?” 

fan yinghua glanced at him and asked, ” “director yan, what’s wrong with you this time? i see that 

xingchen’s words and actions are very appropriate, and she has a sense of propriety. she’s a hundred 

times more reliable than fu jiatong. we … have found a treasure this time! are you still not satisfied?” 

yan heng frowned. ” it’s not what you think … i like xingchen’s way of doing things. however, don’t you 

think that her presence is too strong?” 

this was the first time he had encountered such a ridiculous thing. 

the fashion design director of the production team was even more popular than the male and female 

leads, and he even received the attention of the media! 

some time ago, the crew had publicly interviewed for the male and female leads, and the final 

candidates were all extremely popular in china. they were movie king-level characters with both good 

looks and acting skills. 

however, the scene back then was not as explosive as it was today. 

hearing this, fan yinghua didn’t care. 

“hehe, isn’t that a good thing? we didn’t even need to do any publicity. this movie … will definitely be a 

hit even before it’s broadcast! if we had known that mrs. mu was so popular, we wouldn’t have to go 

through so much trouble for this interview …” 

the two of them discussed in low voices. 

luo chenxi’s short and simple speech had ended. 

the reporters turned around one after another and prepared to leave. 



luo chenxi finally heaved a sigh of relief. she took a few steps back in an attempt to return to the 

building. 

as a result, he retreated a little faster and his back hit a hard wall of meat. 

“little cutie, you’re too careless. don’t you watch where you’re walking?” a deep voice came from 

behind her. 

sheng yu reminded her. at the same time, he reached out and held her waist. 

luo chenxi almost fell. she only managed to stand firm with sheng yu’s support. 

she patted her chest. ” i’m sorry, chief sheng. i didn’t step on you, did i? ” 

it would be terrible if she stepped on it. she was wearing stiletto high heels today! 

sheng yu opened his mouth and was about to speak. 

suddenly, the crowd at the entrance started to make a commotion. 

“young master mu!” 

Chapter 1033: chapter 1037-young master mu is here 

 

“young master mu! it’s really young master mu!” 

” oh my god, why did young master mu suddenly appear here?! ” 

“this question … are you an idiot? young master mu must have come for his wife!” 

a clamor was heard. 

when luo chenxi heard the three words ‘young master mu’, she suddenly quivered and became alert. 

he quickly turned his head and looked outside. 

a very familiar-looking maybach sports car was parked at the corner of the entrance of SL holdings. 

a long leg in a pair of black handmade suit pants stretched out from the open car door. 

soon after, mu yichen’s tall and handsome figure appeared before the crowd. 
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luo chenxi widened her eyes as she looked at the handsome face that she could not be more familiar 

with. she groaned in her heart. 

‘mu yichen actually … he actually came to SL holdings!’ 

on the other hand, the reporters at the entrance who had yet to leave in time were completely excited 

at this moment. they all swarmed toward mu yichen and surrounded him. 

“young master mu, are you here to pick up madam personally?” 



“young master mu, did you hear your wife’s name just now?” 

“young master mu …” 

there were too few opportunities to see the young master of the no. 1 wealthy family in person! 

even though he was known as the nation’s husband, mu yichen did not actually like to appear in public. 

he was usually only seen in business negotiations and other similar events. the person who was usually 

the most exposed in the mu family was the second young master of the mu family! 

therefore, it was exciting to have the opportunity to interview him, especially on an occasion like him 

picking up his newly-wedded wife. 

unfortunately, they were stopped by the bodyguards one by one before they could even get within 

three meters of mu yichen. 

the reporters were not willing to give up just like that. they persevered and asked all kinds of questions, 

wanting to get his reply. 

however, mu yichen ignored all these. 

at this very moment, mu yichen only had eyes for his disobedient little white rabbit! 

the other people were no different from buzzing mosquitoes in his eyes, not worth paying attention to. 

however, he stopped halfway. 

suddenly, he turned his head and looked at a reporter on his right. a cold glint flashed across his dark 

eyes. 

“what did you ask just now? say it again?” 

the reporters were stunned. 

there were too many people asking questions just now, and most people couldn’t react in time. they 

didn’t know who young master mu was referring to. 

mu yichen squinted his eyes. ” the one in the blue t-shirt! ” 

everyone’s eyes immediately fell on this “lucky person.” 

the reporter in blue felt a little uneasy after being noticed by so many people. 

” this … this … i’m just asking … someone said that miss fu has more experience than miss xingchen and 

has more experience working with international big brands. miss xingchen was chosen for ‘gorgeous 

turn’ in the end because you’re working behind the scenes. may i ask, what … what do you think of this 

… ” 

mu yichen swept a glance at him. the imposing manner that came from being in a position of power for 

a long time made the reporter tremble. 

he subconsciously felt afraid. 

at this moment, he was already starting to regret asking such a sensitive question. 



mu yichen squinted his eyes, but he did not fly into a rage on the spot. instead, he spoke in a calm voice, 

” if i wanted my wife to join the crew, i wouldn’t have to go through so much trouble. why would i even 

let her participate in an interview? i only need to say the word. so, your questions are ridiculous! ” 

Chapter 1034: sheng yu’s sneaky hand had touched the waist of a stupid woman! 

 

the blue-shirted reporter was so scared that he broke out in cold sweat. 

she quickly lowered her head and apologized, ” i’m sorry, young master mu. i asked the wrong question 

… ” 

however, before he could finish his sentence, mu yichen continued to speak and interrupted him. 

“to be honest, i don’t want my wife to come for an interview or be the design director. she’s so focused 

on her work that she’s almost forgotten about me. however, she said that this was her career, so i could 

only let her be.” 

mu yichen’s voice did not fluctuate much when he said those words. in fact, there was even a hint of 

slight displeasure in his voice. 

however, the gentleness in his eyes completely betrayed him. 

the reporters were all stunned. 

they didn’t know how to react. 

more than ten seconds later, the crowd only reacted when mu yichen had already walked quite a 

distance away. they began to press the shutter wildly at him. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

on the other hand, mu yichen did not stop walking. he walked straight up to luo chenxi. 

luo chenxi had been racking her brain to think of a way to placate her jealous husband. 

seeing the man’s tall figure appear in front of her, she blinked her big eyes and was a little surprised. 

because the young master mu in front of her, under the setting sun’s afterglow, looked too handsome. 

even though she was used to seeing his handsome face, luo chenxi could not help but be stunned every 

time she saw him in such a situation. 

mu yichen squinted his eyes. his gaze only lingered on his wife’s face for less than a second before it 

moved downward and landed on her slender waist. 

he had just seen sheng yu’s sneaky hand touch the stupid woman’s waist! 

although sheng yu had calmly retracted his hand the moment he appeared, it did not change the fact 

that he had offended his wife! 

luo chenxi sensed mu yichen’s gaze and shuddered at once. all the fine hairs on her body stood up. 



she was now very clear about her king of jealousy’s thoughts. 

mu yichen must have seen sheng xiao helping her up! 

we’re finished, we’re finished! 

the tsundere was already angry when she came home late and did not report it to him. she had yet to 

placate him. now, mu yichen had drunk a new bucket of vinegar! 

what should he do now? 

waiting online! hurry, hurry, hurry! 

luo chenxi quickly straightened her body and put on the sweetest smile on her face. she raised her head 

and looked up at him. ” hubby, you’re here to pick me up! you’re so busy with work, why go through so 

much trouble? it’s been too hard on you …” 

she had an extremely virtuous appearance. 

however, mu yichen only swept a cold glance at her and shot her a warning look. 

luo chenxi felt uneasy in her heart. 

just as she was at a loss on how to react, a strong arm suddenly wrapped around her waist. 

mu yichen wrapped his arms around her slim waist with a slight force and pulled her into his arms. he 

held her tightly. 

he even pinched the spot where sheng yu had touched her. 

young master mu’s cold grunt was heard by her ears. luo chenxi was so frightened that she shuddered. 

mu yichen pulled the petite woman into his arms. he could smell the refreshing scent on her body and 

his mood finally improved. 

he turned around together with luo chenxi to face the reporters at the entrance. 

” everyone, thank you for coming to support my wife today. we still have to go pick up our daughter, so 

we’ll take our leave first! ” 

with that, he swaggered through the crowd with his stupid woman in his arms and got into the car. 

the reporters followed behind the two of them and took pictures like crazy. 

Chapter 1035: is it related to mrs. mu? 

 

the car door was slammed shut, and a few seconds later, the black maybach sped away like an arrow. 

the reporters, who were chasing after the mu couple, had no choice but to stop. 

however, this didn’t stop them from slapping the back of the car. 



“that’s great, i just took a picture of young master mu and mrs. mu’s face, and it was very clear. we have 

tomorrow’s headlines!” 

” this is young master mu’s first appearance with his wife after his wedding. this title will definitely 

attract a lot of views! ” 

“i only wanted to interview miss fu, but i didn’t expect to encounter such a big piece of news after 

coming for such a small piece of news! it’s really worth it to come here this time!” 

the reporters were all excited. 

she didn’t realize that fu jiatong was still standing not far away and had heard their entire conversation. 

for a moment, her face was twisted. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

in the eyes of these reporters, everything about her was just ” small news “! 

she was the dignified daughter of the president’s house, yet she had been reduced to a foil for luo 

chenxi! 

she really couldn’t take this lying down. 

fu jiatong’s face was red with anger, her chest heaved up and down, and her mind was spinning. 

her gaze swept across the steps at the entrance of SL holdings. 

when sheng yu and the others left, they were crowded by the reporters and were in a hurry. they left a 

microphone on the ground and did not have time to take it with them. 

fu jiatong immediately rushed over and picked up the microphone. 

“dear reporters, i … i have something to say …” he said loudly after clearing his throat. 

her voice was transmitted through a loudspeaker. 

the reporters were about to leave, but when they suddenly heard a noise, they all turned around 

subconsciously and looked at her. 

it was only then that many people remembered that fu jiatong was also present. 

” that’s strange. miss fu hasn’t left yet! ” 

“that’s right, she didn’t get selected as the design director, right? shouldn’t he have already left?” 

“what’s going on?” 

hearing these words, fu jiatong’s face turned pale. 

however, she suppressed her anger and took a deep breath before she continued, ” ” everyone, i know 

that you’re all here for me today. you want to see me successfully join the crew of ‘gorgeous turn’. i 

didn’t expect things to turn out this way. i can only say that i’m very disappointed in the results … ” 

fu jiatong lowered her head, looking depressed. she bit her lip hard. 



the reporters were stunned. 

then, their professional sensitivity once again made them smell the scent of gossip. 

this … could it be that miss fu was hinting at the unfairness of the selection process? 

when they recalled the scene where young master mu showed up and took luo chenxi away in person 

earlier, everyone’s mind began to let their imagination run wild. 

some of the more quick-witted ones had already rushed over and started asking questions to fu jiatong. 

“miss fu, are you trying to say that there’s a shady deal going on with this interview? can you explain in 

detail?” 

miss fu, your so-called disappointment, is it related to mrs. mu? ” 

“miss fu …” 

fu jiatong was finally able to enjoy the treatment of being the center of attention again, and she couldn’t 

help but smile. 

with a troubled expression, she deliberately said, ” “this … please don’t guess blindly. there’s no such 

thing … you can’t say such things blindly …” 

however, the more she denied it, the more it seemed to be true. 

Chapter 1036: could it be … that the heavens wanted her to die? 

 

the reporters were all led by fu jiatong’s superb acting skills and their thoughts went astray. 

all of them imagined a great drama between the daughters of rich families and rich ladies. 

“miss fu, what’s the matter? please say more!” 

the reporters kept asking. 

fu jiatong frowned, looking helpless. ” well … it’s not what you think. in general, i believe in the crew … ” 

she kept saying ambiguous words. 

he neither denied nor confirmed the various speculations of the reporters. 

fu jiatong saw that some of the reporters were already taking notes, and a cold smile flashed across her 

eyes. 

luo chenxi had snatched the position of the design director from her, so how could she possibly let that 

sl * t be so glamorous and smug? 

boxn ov el. c o m 

don’t be fooled by luo chenxi’s boundless glory at present. 

however, the higher the person was praised, the harder he would fall! 



this day would come sooner or later! 

…… 

in the sports car, luo chenxi had been forced into a corner by young master mu. 

her back was pressed against the cold window. 

she shrunk her neck at the man’s cold expression. ” hubby, it was really … it was an accident … i almost 

fell, so chief sheng helped me … it was definitely not on purpose … hey, what are you doing?! ” 

luo chenxi was halfway through her explanation when she suddenly cried out in alarm. 

she felt a burning sensation on her thigh. 

the man’s large hand had grabbed her slender calf at some point, and then he moved up and lifted her 

skirt … 

luo chenxi’s petite face blushed at once. she hastily tried to stop young master mu’s mischievous hand in 

a flurry. 

however, mu yichen seized the opportunity when she was trying to save the hem of her dress to hook 

his arms around her knees and pull her back … 

luo chenxi’s body fell backward and she fell onto the leather seat. 

the man’s strong and sturdy body immediately pressed against her. 

luo chenxi’s face turned pale. she quickly raised her hand to push him away. ” mu yichen, what are you 

trying to do? we’re in a car!” 

mu yichen freed one of his hands and grabbed luo chenxi’s wrist. not only did his body not move 

backward, but he leaned forward even more. 

he snorted coldly and said,”not on purpose?” then why would an outsider like him appear when you 

were participating in the selection for the film crew? did he come here just for you? furthermore, the 

location of your interview is at SL holdings! the address you told me this morning was not this.” 

if he had known that this annoying fly, sheng yu, would appear, he would not have allowed his little 

woman to attend this interview! 

no matter how angry she was, he would directly put pressure on the crew and make them decide on the 

director. 

luo chenxi broke out in cold sweat on her forehead. 

she found that young master mu’s brain was really good, and his memory was also very good. 

he could even remember the address that she had casually given to the maids during breakfast … 

could this be … the heavens wanted her to die? 

mu yichen’s large hand on her waist moved again. luo chenxi was like a bird that was startled by the 

mere twang of a bow. she cried out hastily, ” wait … wait! i really didn’t expect president sheng to be 



one of the judges, but he’s a good friend of director yan. director yan wanted him to take up the 

director’s position, so it’s … it’s normal for him to be here and choose people for director yan …” 

“normal, my foot!” mu yichen could not help feeling exasperated when he saw his little woman’s slow-

witted expression. 

he was also a man. how could he not know that sheng yu had planned this? 

Chapter 1037: a single dog should be abused quietly 

  

initially, everyone in china knew that sheng yu was luo chenxi’s bo le and that he was the one who 

unearthed the star during the chinese style competition. 

moreover, it was sheng yu who had recommended luo chenxi as a candidate this time. 

normally, he should have avoided suspicion during the interview process. 

therefore, sheng yu was the last person to be a judge! 

if he didn’t take the initiative to come, the crew probably wouldn’t have invited him … 

“this fellow is really insatiable … he even dares to covet my wife! you’re tired of living!” 

mu yichen gritted his teeth in secret. he was already mulling over how he was going to capture sheng yu 

and feed him to the sharks in the pacific ocean. 

luo chenxi glared at the man above her in dissatisfaction. ” mu yichen, can you not measure a 

gentleman’s heart with your own mean measure? chief sheng is like a teacher to me. he has helped me 

a lot. even though … even though he did confess to me before, he didn’t do anything out of line after i 

rejected him …” 

“sheng yu confessed to you before! when did this happen? how come i didn’t know about it?” 

the sound of mu yichen’s teeth grinding could be heard clearly. 

luo chenxi’s entire body stiffened. she realized that she had let the cat out of the bag again … 

we’re finished, we’re finished! 
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the more he tried to explain, the darker it got! 

it’s all mu yichen’s fault for being too handsome. that’s why i’m always lacking in intelligence when i’m 

faced with such a handsome face …’ 

young master mu was very angry. 

the thought of sheng yu not only coveting his woman but also taking action made him angry. 

mu yichen lowered his head and bit luo chenxi’s collarbone. 

luo chenxi was in pain. 



“aiyo! you … you’re still biting! the yiling family’s snowball doesn’t even bite!” 

mu yichen gritted his teeth. ” very well. you’re comparing your husband to a dog! it seems that i have to 

teach you a lesson!” 

“no, no, no, i’m not, i didn’t … wuwuwuwu!” 

the little white rabbit struggled for a while, but it was still pressed under the big bad wolf’s claws, and its 

soft tofu was eaten. 

just as he was about to be devoured … 

suddenly, a trembling voice came from the slightly, ” “big, big, big … big young master … we’re … at … 

the kindergarten …” 

mu yichen’s movements froze for a moment. his expression darkened instantly. 

“if you don’t speak, no one will think you’re mute!” 

hearing young master mu’s angry voice, zhuo feng, who was sitting in the driver’s seat, shivered … 

his eldest young master pulled his young mistress together and even raised the partition between the 

front and back seats as soon as they got into the car. as a single dog who had been tested for a long 

time, he certainly knew that in order not to become a dead dog, he should be quietly abused at this time 

and not make any sound. 

however, young master mu’s schedule today was to pick up little miss from kindergarten after picking 

up young madam. 

if she really waited for young master mu to finish his business and remember it, little miss would 

probably cry in the classroom … 

“young master, that … little miss …” 

before he could finish, there was a knock on the back door of the sports car. 

luo chenxi turned her head around in a hurry and saw that her little dumpling had already run out of the 

kindergarten’s entrance. she was pouncing on the car door and was looking inside with widened eyes. 

however, there was a layer of sticker on the window, so the little dumpling couldn’t see the situation 

inside. 

her little face immediately puffed up, and she looked very unhappy. 

“tang tang is here!” 

luo chenxi was so excited that she pushed him away abruptly. 

mu yichen was caught off guard. he was pushed away in an instant and his back hit the wall of the 

carriage heavily. 

Chapter 1038: she had fallen in love with this little angel at that time! 

  



“what the …!” 

young master mu groaned, his face twisted in pain. 

however, luo chenxi did not have the time to pay attention to him at all. she did not even turn her head 

around but opened the car door at once. 

the little dumpling’s large eyes lit up at once when it saw luo chenxi. it pounced toward her. 

“big sister! kiss! tang tang was very obedient in kindergarten today, and she even got two big red 

flowers!” 

“really? our tang tang is the best!” 

luo chenxi picked up the little dumpling and exchanged a few kisses with her. 

mu yichen watched from the side. he felt sour in his heart while his expression turned uglier by the 

second. 

how could this stupid woman be so cruel to her husband without even realizing that she had done 

something wrong? 

furthermore, the moment her daughter appeared, she threw her husband over the wall? 

did he not think that without him as a father, would there be such a cute little dumpling? 

he waited by the side for a while and realized that luo chenxi had not turned her head to look at him. 

she was only concerned with talking to the little dumpling. 
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he finally couldn’t help but cough heavily. ” “cough cough!” 

everyone ignored him. 

mu yichen raised his voice,”cough, cough, cough, cough!” 

only then did the two of them turn their heads at the same time, and two pairs of similar big eyes 

looked at him. 

luo chenxi furrowed her brows ever so slightly and asked in puzzlement, ” “mu yichen, did you catch a 

cold? the weather has been so good recently, how could you catch a cold?” 

mu yichen was so angry that he wished he could spank her little bottom. 

this stupid woman … she’s so stupid! 

the little ball blinked its big eyes and looked at him very attentively. it even sized him up from head to 

toe. 

mu yichen felt a little relieved. 

after all, she was his biological daughter, so she was quite concerned about her father. 



however, after a while, the little dumpling suddenly said, ” daddi, why did you poop in your pants again? 

you’re so dirty! ” embarrassing face!” 

the little dumpling glanced at him with a look of disdain. 

he immediately turned his head and buried his face in the pit of luo chenxi’s neck. 

the two adults were stunned. 

luo chenxi lowered her head subconsciously and took a glance. she could not help but burst out 

laughing. 

” that’s right. your father is too unhygienic. let’s despise him together! ” 

mu yichen had been pestering her in the car earlier. to her surprise, he had such a beastly reaction. 

now, her daughter saw it! he should! 

as luo chenxi was ridiculing him, she could not help but recall their ‘wedding night’. it was the night she 

replaced luo chenxin to marry mu yichen. 

that day, the little dumpling had rushed into their bedroom and mistook mu yichen’s reaction in the 

morning for papa … 

she had fallen in love with this little angel at that time! 

in the blink of an eye, so much time had passed. 

and now, she had become the little princess’s mother in the legal sense! 

luo chenxi kissed the little dumpling’s cheek delightedly. she cast a gloating gaze at mu yichen. 

let’s see if he still dares to go around having sex in the future! 

mu yichen’s face was ashen. his expression did not change for the better even when he returned to the 

mu family’s villa. 

however, luo chenxi had the little amulet in her hand now, so she was not afraid of him at all. she 

brought the little dumpling to the second floor to draw immediately. 

when it was almost dinner time, the maid suddenly knocked on the door. 

“young mistress …” 

“is it time to eat? i’ll go downstairs with tang tang.” 

“no, that … young madam, it seems like there’s a guest looking for you …” the maid quickly said. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. ” a guest? ” 

she didn’t have many friends in T city. the only one she was close enough to go to the other party’s 

house to play was little qianqian. 

however, fang ziqian had recently been abducted by second young master bai to country F. 



Chapter 1039: her little qianqian wouldn’t be eaten by second young master bai, right? 

  

luo chenxi criticized him in her heart every time she thought about this. 

after bai shixun found out about the clues of his sister’s disappearance, he took luo chenxin away from 

mu yichen and took her to country F to look for bai xinxin’s whereabouts. 

there was nothing wrong with second young master bai looking for his younger sister. however, he had 

even abducted her little qianqian! 

a male leader bringing a female secretary overseas on a business trip … just thinking about it made her 

feel like there was a conspiracy going on! 

would her little qianqian be eaten by second young master bai? 

however, fang ziqian had already arrived in country F by the time luo chenxi received the news. she did 

not have the chance to stop her even if she wanted to. 

other than fang ziqian, luo chenxi could not think of anyone else who would be looking for her at this 

hour. 

she thought for a moment, stood up, and asked the maid to help take care of the little dumpling. 

he went downstairs and went to the guest room. 

before he even entered, he heard a voice coming from inside. 

“why is this tea so bad? pour more! wasn’t the mu family very rich? why would he serve guests with tea 

that cost a few hundred yuan per gram? i want to drink the kind that costs 10000 yuan per gram!” 

“that’s right, you’re actually giving this kind of tea to me and my mom to drink? do you know who we 

are? i’m your young madam’s younger sister! ‘and my mother … she’s luo chenxi’s elder! my aunt!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

two sharp and penetrating voices came from the reception room. 

the maid who was in charge of receiving guests inside obviously couldn’t resist, and her voice sounded 

very weak. 

” that … miss lu, mrs. lu, our young madam usually drinks this kind of black tea … ” 

“bah! you want to lie to me? am i that gullible? young master mu’s net worth is in the hundreds of 

billions. why would he let his wife drink such cheap black tea?” 

“that’s right. do you know how much my sister is doted on in the mu family? young master mu was so 

good to her, why would he give her this kind of low-quality goods to brush her off? hurry up and make a 

new one!” 

luo chenxi frowned and walked over quickly. 

as soon as she pushed the door open, she heard a crisp ” clang ” sound coming from the room. 



an exquisite porcelain teacup fell to the floor and shattered into pieces. 

the maid stood at the side with an aggrieved expression. the back of her hand was a little red and 

swollen, obviously scalded. 

luo chenxi could not stand it anymore. she walked over immediately and looked at the two women on 

the sofa with a gloomy expression. ” madam luo, miss lu, you’re both really rare guests! how come i 

don’t remember inviting you to my house? you guys came uninvited and bullied my employee?” 

on the sofa, a mother and daughter pair with similar looks and heavy makeup were leaning against the 

cushion with arrogant expressions. 

they were luo chenxi’s cousin, lu yajing, and her aunt, luo xiudi. 

luo chenxi was rather surprised to see them. 

the two of them should have been far away in B city. she had no idea when they had come to T city. 

moreover, the lu family’s mother and daughter had always looked down on her, the adopted daughter 

who ” ruined the lu family’s reputation “. usually, they would want to draw a clear line with her and 

never have any contact with her. today, she actually took the initiative to visit her … 

luo xiudi and lu yajing had already returned to their senses when luo chenxi was pondering. 

luo xiudi put on an affable smile at once when she saw luo chenxi. she walked toward her. 

“hehe, chenxi, you’re finally here! you haven’t been home for so long, your sister and i have missed you 

so much! this time, we came to T city to have fun, so we came to see you. you … even if you’re married, 

you shouldn’t forget your family!” 

Chapter 1040: luo chenxi … on what basis is she so lucky? 

  

luo chenxi’s frown deepened. 

luo xiudi’s face was already half-aged, and the thick makeup on her face was already an eyesore. 

then, he saw her deliberately squeezing out a smile. that fake loving expression formed a sharp contrast 

with her usually mean face. 

no matter how he looked at it, it didn’t match. 

moreover, luo xiudi’s words were also very interesting. 

he missed her? 

two months ago, she had returned to the lu family’s old residence in B city to get the safe that her 

mother had left behind. it had not been long since then. 

in comparison, when she was chased out of the house and didn’t return for four years, no one said that 

they missed her. 



luo chenxi already had a rough understanding of the situation. her eyes were filled with coldness. ” 

madam luo, if i’m not mistaken, i’ve already been driven out of the lu family. you and miss lu 

emphasized this point repeatedly when i went to B city the last time. have you forgotten about it? ” 

since you’ve already cut off all ties, you’re no longer my family, right?” 

luo xiudi and lu yajing were both stunned when they heard this. 

however, luo xiudi immediately reacted. she stretched out her hand and slammed it on the table beside 

her. then, she shouted with a face full of displeasure. 

“aiyo, chenxi, you … how can you say such things? you’re my husband’s younger sister who he brought 

up since you were young. the lu family treats you like their own daughter! what your grandfather said 

back then was just out of anger. there’s no such thing as overnight enmity between family members. 

you’re actually still bearing a grudge!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

lu yajing’s reaction was obviously slower than her mother’s. 

however, after she was pulled by luo xiudi, she also said, ” “that’s right, sister. we grew up together. 

how can you not acknowledge me? don’t be angry, we all miss you!” 

lu yajing said as she walked forward in an attempt to hook her arm around luo chenxi’s. 

to her surprise, luo chenxi did not even give her the chance to approach her. she took a few steps back 

expressionlessly and dodged the attack. 

at the same time, she said coldly, ” i’m sorry, i don’t like strangers touching me. ” 

lu yajing’s movements stiffened, and an awkward look appeared on her face. 

ever since luo chenxi entered the room, she could not help but size up her cousin who she had not seen 

for a long time. 

lu yajing’s face was contorted with jealousy when she saw luo chenxi’s luxurious brand’s new fashion, 

the diamond bracelet on her wrist, and her noble aura that was completely different from before. 

luo chenxi was a good-for-nothing who had been impregnated by a man four years ago … yet, she had 

managed to hook up with the nation’s husband, young master mu, and even successfully married into a 

top-notch wealthy family! 

even lu yajing, the granddaughter of the mayor of B city, could only find the minister’s son as her 

boyfriend. moreover, the man’s family was reluctant to let her in! 

‘why … is luo chenxi so lucky? 

when she saw mu yichen announcing his marriage on the internet, lu yajing was as shocked as she could 

be. she was as jealous as she could be. 

he smashed everything in the room on the spot. 

the jealousy and hatred in lu yajing’s eyes were too obvious. naturally, luo chenxi took it all in. 



she furrowed her brows and said,”alright, stop beating around the bush. what are you guys here for?” 

just say it!” 

upon hearing luo chenxi’s question, lu yajing finally remembered the purpose of her visit. she 

suppressed the jealousy and hatred in her heart with great effort and said with an obsequious smile, ” 

“cousin, we just missed you …” 

 


